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Career Tip: You’ll Meet Someone Beneficial To Career Tip: You’ll Meet Someone Beneficial To 
Your Work Life And Excel In What You DoYour Work Life And Excel In What You Do

Those born in the year of the monkey can expect a very lucky

year in 2021. It’s the perfect time to work towards your goals! The

lucky  star  “Crape  Myrtle”  in  your  life  cycle  means  excellent

performance in both work and school. However, as the unlucky star

“God of Death” is also present, you’re likely to be distracted during

your work or studies, so try extra hard to concentrate so as to not

let your attention span affect your performance. 

In addition, as the lucky star “Dragon’s Virtue” is also in your

life cycle, you’re likely to meet someone who’ll be very helpful in

your career. However, do not rely on this person’s help too much, or

your success will be short-lived. The unlucky star “Sudden Collapse”

warns against acting prideful, as a sudden turn of luck can lead to

utter  failure.  Those  born  in  the  year  of  the rat  and,  to  a  lesser

degree, those born in the year of the rooster are your good-luck

charms  when  it  comes  to  your  career.  Collaborations  with  such

people  are  likely  to  lead  to  success  in  your  work  life.  Careers

involving the elements water and earth will be the most beneficial

to you.

Finance Tip: Your Finance Fortune Is Excellent. Finance Tip: Your Finance Fortune Is Excellent. 
Investments Are Likely To Be SuccessfulInvestments Are Likely To Be Successful

Your finance fortune is looking great this year! You can expect

excellent results from your regular income source and also other

side ventures, but don’t let greed get the better of you. This is a

good  year  for  making  investments,  starting  a  company  or

purchasing assets.  However,  the “Heavenly  Legal  Spell”  star  is  in

your life cycle, it’s a warning to steer clear of illegal businesses as it

will lead to losses and other repercussions.

Health Tip: Maintain A Healthy Schedule And Health Tip: Maintain A Healthy Schedule And 
You’ll Have Excellent Health Fortune This YearYou’ll Have Excellent Health Fortune This Year

Your health is looking great this year, mentally and physically.

However, as the “God of Death” star is in your life cycle, you may be

troubled by migraines, so try to maintain a healthy sleep schedule.

In  the  beginning  of  the  year,  you  should  take  extra  care  of  the

children in your household, as they’re prone to catching diseases

from others. Be careful when doing water activities in the end of

the summer, and also watch out for traffic accidents in August.
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Relationship Tip: Heavenly Happiness Is Yours Relationship Tip: Heavenly Happiness Is Yours 
This Year!This Year!

The lucky star “Heavenly Happiness” is in your chart this year,

making  it  a  good  time  to  fall  in  love  and  forge  a  long-lasting

relationship.  However,  the  “Sudden  Collapse”  star  warns  against

flaunting  your  happiness  in  front  of  others,  as  it  may  lead  to

jealousy and further unnecessary complications.

Monkey: Rich LordMonkey: Rich Lord
All ancient Chinese civilians dream of becoming a Lord (hou,

pronounced the same as the Chinese character for monkey). In this

ornament, the clever monkey is wearing a court

official’s  cap  and  holding  a  court  official’s

seal, lying on a meadow full of blooming flowers.

This  beaming monkey is  the perfect  symbol

for great fortune!

Those born in the year of the monkey

can  expect  a  lucky  year  in  all  expects.

Promotions  and  raises  are  likely,  and

investments  will  often  end  in  success.

Romance  is  blooming  as  well!  Place  this

“Rich Lord” ornament in the north of your

quarters,  and it  will  bring you a  year of

good fortune.
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